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TOGETHER WE CAN
Dear Friends,

VGS, like so many organizations and institutions, found 2021 to be a year of rebounding, rethinking, and restructuring. In 2021, we fine-tuned programming to address current needs of our participants, many of whom had not returned from social isolation following March 2020; we engaged with the individuals we serve to identify their current goals, as they too were rethinking their future; and we explored how we could best help businesses address their staffing and labor needs in a difficult labor market.

As we adapted, grew, and envisioned what a community that includes individuals with disabilities in all facets would look like, our day-to-day work continued. VGS is proud to have helped more than 700 individuals with disabilities work toward their goals – whether they were seeking social and basic skills building; paid work experiences; or employment with businesses that operate in the community. The work and perseverance of the VGS team in 2021 inspired the organization to adopt the tagline “Engage. Achieve. Attain.”

We hope that the individuals featured in this 2021 Annual Report make you proud of your support of VGS and inspire you to continue and deepen your support for Ohioans with disabilities.

Thank you to each of our supporters, to each donor, each event attendee, and each volunteer – you make disability inclusion in the community and in the workforce a possibility. VGS, the individuals we serve, our leadership, and our staff are endlessly grateful for all that you make possible.

Susie Barragate
President & CEO

Matthew Joyce
Board Chair

2021 STATS

OUR IMPACT

served
717 individuals

$13.40 average starting wage

221 placed in jobs

74 students served in Summer Youth Work Experience

75 partnerships with businesses and organizations

DEMOGRAPHICS

RACE
56% Black
40% White
4% Hispanic
4% Other

AGE
14 - 25 | 208 | 29%
26 - 41 | 194 | 27%
42 - 60 | 242 | 34%
60+ | 73 | 10%

DISABILITIES
37% Cognitive
38% Psychosocial
17% Physical
5% Hearing or visual impairment
This report summarizes the 2021 activities and accomplishments of Vocational Guidance Services and its affiliates, VGS, Inc. and Vocational Services Inc.
ENGAGE:
“PARTICIPATE OR BECOME INVOLVED IN”

SUPPORTERS

Fulfilling our mission of “creating pathways for individuals with disabilities to engage in the community, achieve greater independence, and attain employment” is only possible because of our supporters. We are grateful for the connection our volunteers and donors have with our program participants - from virtual dinners to in-person pizza parties; pumpkin decorating judging to piece-work completion; fundraising to becoming friends.

The VGS Board of Directors have, and continue to be, our program participants’ most ardent cheerleaders. We are so grateful for their unwavering support during our slow “reopening” post-COVID restrictions and their willingness to show up and connect with our participants as soon as it was possible.

The Sunbeam Board, which celebrated their 131st anniversary in 2021, remains a cornerstone of who we are and who we serve. Sunbeam provided program participants access to virtual connections early in the year and closed it out with the return of the in-person Sunbeam Holiday Boutique, which shattered attendance records and raised its highest dollar amount to date.
CHANGE:  
"SUCCESSFULLY BRING ABOUT OR REACH BY EFFORT, SKILL, OR COURAGE"

TERRANCE

Change can be challenging, but it can also provide an opportunity to achieve new things. VGS’ work spaces and classrooms looked different in 2021 than they had before the COVID-19 pandemic - teams were smaller to accommodate social distancing and because participants returned at different times following our reopening, they were frequently working with peers with whom they had not before.

When VGS reopened our doors to participants, Terrance found himself on a smaller team with a new mix of skills and strengths. He began actively volunteering to take on a larger variety of work, seeking to expand his skills beyond roles in packing and assembly. As he learned new skills and took initiative, he emerged as a leader. Taryn, his VGS supervisor, took notice and supported his growth. Terrance worked his way up into the position of Material Handler. His responsibilities include dispersing project materials to the team, quality control, and logistics.

Terrance has a great eye for detail and is effortlessly thoughtful. He sets a quick, but not hurried, pace for his team, and is never unwilling to help his coworkers. Terrance recognized an opportunity, took initiative, and achieved his goal.
LeAsia

LeAsia came to VGS seeking permanent employment after several unsuccessful attempts on her own. LeAsia developed an eye condition as a child and by her teens she was blind. While she was able to advance to the interview process, employers were unwilling to take a chance on her. She and her VGS job coach, Donna, were determined to find employment. After an interview with a local food packaging company, Donna and LeAsia did a test run with the employer and LeAsia was offered a job on the spot. Donna made sure LeAsia could navigate the building, clock in and out, and obtain reliable transportation to and from work. LeAsia is thriving at her job and is proof that anyone with a goal can reach it with the right support and attitude.
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2021 EVENTS

A NIGHT FOR BRIGHTER FUTURES
An Evening Benefiting Vocational Guidance Services
Tuesday, May 25, 2021

Host Committee
Katie Allender, Bill Caster, Joseph DuBois, Kate Floyd, Liz Gillmore, Sebastien Glinzler, Bob Gries, Sarah Guyuron, Jim Jaye, Matt Joyce, Jeff Kapp, Catherine Levy, Joel & Rochelle Marx, Lauren Miller, Tom Petredis, Frank & Frances Porter, Karen Shanahan, Neeti Sundaresh, Jeannine Voinovich, Kylie Volpe

SUNBEAM HOLIDAY BOUTIQUE
Wednesday, November 3 - Friday, November 5

Chairs
Kristen Salata & Macy Stein
# BOARD OF DIRECTORS

## OFFICERS
- Matthew D. Joyce, Chair
- James R. Jaye, Vice Chair – Development
- John C. Krueger, Vice Chair – Compensation & Management
- John W. Monroe, Vice Chair – Facilities
- Thomas Petredis, Vice Chair – Finance
- Liz Gillmore, Vice Chair – Governance
- Karen Flynn Shanahan, Secretary

## DIRECTORS
- Katie A. Allender
- Patricia A. Blackmon
- William G. Caster
- Joseph G. DuBois
- Sebastien Glinzler
- Donald Gries
- Robert D. Gries
- Jeffrey L. Kapp
- Matthew J. Kemmann
- Stephen F. Kirk
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- Frank H. Porter, Jr.
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## HONORARY LIFE TRUSTEES
- Pat C. Brownell
- Sally Cutler
- James B. Griswold
- Bettyann S. Helms
- Thomas E. Hopkins
- Polly Bruch White

## ELYRIA ADVISORY COUNCIL
- David Janowicz
- Ronan Lynch
- Jim Weigelt
- Dawn Yorko

## MEMBERS EMERITUS
- Theodore S. Altfeld
- Robert E. Lessing, Esq.

## BOARD COUNCIL
- Joel Hlavaty

## SUNBEAM BOARD PRESIDENT
- Catherine Levy

---

# SUNBEAM BOARD

Catherine Levy, President
Kylie Volpe, First Vice President
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- Caitlin Osborne
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- Janine Pape
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- Sally Rubenstein
- Kristen Salata
- Beth Sanders
- Nadia Schroth
- Elizabeth Sheeler
- Michele Steele
- Macy Stein
- Abigail Steinberg
- Neeti Sundaresh
- Kylie Volpe
- Kristin Voos
- Amy Ciano
- Laurel Conrad
- Karen Converse
- Christie Croissant
- Suzanne Deering
- Susan Delaney
- Debbie Donley
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- Kate Floyd
- Laura Fricke
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- Sarah Morgan
- Lori Morris
- Lisa Mortimer
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- Amy Paine
- Darrah Parsons
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- Carolann Rauser
- Sally Rubenstein
- Heidi Scarvalli
- Ellen Schmidt
- Kara Schwabauer
- Caroline Schwartz
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- Christine Semarjian
- Nina Sheffler
- Laurel Stack
- Suzanne Taigen
- Stephanie Teeter
- Debbie Thompson
- Nicole Twells
- Jeannine Voinovich
- Kelly Warner
- Polly White
- Lynne Winings
LOCATIONS

BROOKLYN CAREER & ACTIVITY CENTER
10991 Memphis Avenue | Cleveland, OH 44144
Phone: 216.881.6868

CLEVELAND WORKFORCE CAMPUS
2235-2239 East 55th Street | Cleveland, OH 44103
Phone: 216.431.7800

COLUMBUS
3964 C Brown Park Drive | Hilliard, OH 43026
Phone: 614.291.0233

ELYRIA
359 Lowell Street | Elyria, OH 44035
Phone: 440.322.1123

SOUTHWEST CAREER & ACTIVITY CENTER
4720 Hinckley Industrial Parkway | Cleveland, OH 44109 Phone: 216.476.3020

VGSJOB.ORG